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Ascom Myco 3
Approved accessories for optimized mobile workflows
Maximize the performance of the Ascom Myco 3 smartphone. Help ensure constant uptime with a range of battery
and charging solutions. Use Ascom-tested headsets for easy handsfree operation. Protect and personalize with screen
protectors, sturdy carrying clips and color-coded tags.

Maximize availability and operation
Help ensure constant operation during long shifts with
battery packs, battery pack chargers, wall- and table-mounted
chargers (single and rack), USB charging cables, power
supplies for all plug and socket types.

Handsfree productivity
For handsfree operation on the go, simply plug in the Ascomapproved headset with cable mic. Or use the boom headset,
together with its quick-disconnect adapter.

Screen protection for extra durability
Help maximize the lifetime of your Ascom Myco 3 smartphones
with screen protectors. These protectors help ensure optimal
viewing and user interface with the full high-definition 5” screen.

Make it personal, keep it close
Use color-coded tags to quickly identify specific Ascom Myco 3
smartphones. Spare back covers with optional carrying clips
are also available.
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Charging accessories

Handset Charging Rack
Art nr CR7-AAAA

Battery Charging Rack
Art nr CR8-AAAA

Desktop Charger
(including single battery
charger)
Art nr DC5-AAAB

Battery Pack
Art nr 660578

USB power supply 2A
for all plug and socket types
Art nr 660587

Micro USB cable
Art nr 660586

Handsfree, carrying, personalization and screen protection accessories

Cover rear, with clip
Art nr 660585

Cover rear, no clip
Art nr 660580

Headset “mic on boom”
with QD, BIZ 2400 II
Art nr 660508

Headset adapter with
QD 3.5 mm
Art nr 660515

Screen Protector Kit
Art nr 660589
(Excl. Ascom Myco 3)

Color stickers for clip
Art nr 660579

Not all the accessories listed may be available in your country or region. For further information contact your nearest Ascom representative.
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Headset, mic on cable
3,5mm
Art nr 660516

